
SUMMARY 

The present study proposes an analytical system for materials inventory management 

using business intelligence, covering the inventory and retail supply chain management 

processes. Fundamental purpose of the thesis is widening the range of informational systems 

that is used by medium-sized companies, by modelling a proper analytical system that 

performs beside the transactional system to optimize their performance. The proposed 

analytical system is analysed and modeled conform actual sources and requirements of 

medium-sized companies. 

The proposed system is demonstrated through a study case using database of timber 

export company where top-down approach is used at server side for data processing and 

virtualization. In-memory computation solution is used at client side for fast processing 

during navigation through dimensions 

Data-driven methodology is used for implementing data warehouse as the target of the 

proposed database is medium-sized companies where the informational system is not widely 

applied and the structured data are limited. A hierarchal structure is adopted that, allows 

keeping filtered data at data warehouse as well as legacy data. It assures a flexibility of data 

filtering as every analysis model has its own tolerance threshold regarding the level of data 

accuracy. In addition, integrating all available structured data is possible for medium size 

database.    

The thesis presents a framework of Server-client BI system architecture. It takes into 

consideration the critical requirements of users which are emphasis on reliable and real-time 

response system. The data source are integrated and analysed at the server side of BI system 

which use SQL server for implementation. Also, Microsoft Excel spread sheet is used at client 

side of proposed system. It is accepted by wide range of users as friendly graphical user 

interface. Also it is well known by its performance and response in real-time due to IMC (In-

Memory Computing) feature and its features that ease the process of implementing the 

analysis applications such as pivot table. 

 The research includes three parts. It starts with the first part that reviews the scientific 

references that are in mainstream publications. The aim of the first part is to highlight the 

current state of research in BI systems. The second part includes personal contribution and the 

third part includes experimental results. The whole thesis is divided into six chapters as 

follows. 



Chapter 1 is entitled “Business intelligence presentation” and follows the theoretical 

definition and features of business intelligence. Moreover, list of business intelligence 

applications that are used at this study are presented. Finally, some examples of systems that 

implement these applications are reviewed.  

Chapter 2 is entitled “Business intelligence development methodologies” and follows 

the theoretical framework of building business intelligence projects. The chapter also presents 

the stages of building such analytical systems and methodologies that organize and manage 

the stages flow. This chapter aims to clarify the differences between waterfall business 

intelligence methodology and agile business intelligence methodology. Moreover, the chapter 

includes the presentation of data warehouse development method and in-memory database 

management system.      

Chapter 3 is entitled “Business intelligence components & technologies” and follows 

the current research in the field of business intelligence. The first section reviews the main 

components that form a business intelligence project. Then, the life cycle of business 

intelligence project and the role of every component in realizing the stages of project life 

cycle are presented. Finally, the platforms and tools used in developing the project are 

described. 

Chapter 4 is entitled “Proposed model”. It aims to model a generalized solution of 

proposed BI system for materials inventory management. It includes the server side 

application of the proposed BI system and the client side application. The chapter begins by 

presenting the research methodology. Then, data integration system is analysed and it is 

followed by the data warehouse architecture of proposed BI system, and the entities of data 

warehouse that are described in detail to clarify the proposed architecture of the data 

warehouse. 

Chapter 5 is entitled “Model implementation”. It aims to present a practical case study 

of applying the model proposed in Chapter 4. The chapter begins with an analysing of the 

existent transaction system of the company included in the case study. Then, the data sources 

are analysed and the validation steps are presented. For this purpose, an SQL server platform 

is used for implementing the proposed integration system. Finally, the modeled BI 

applications are described in detail at the last sections.  

Chapter 6 is entitled “Conclusion and personal contributions” and includes the main 

conclusions obtained from the research. It summarizes the thesis, lists the final results of the 



thesis and the personal contributions. This thesis can be considered as one of the scientific 

work that presents a practical implementation of the analysis tools. 

 


